From the onset of mercantile development after 1815, the cities to which immigrants came were less and less places of settled native populations. Urban migration and its attendant economics was one of the forces which created nationalism, an image of some place fixed for those who were experiencing displacementinternal migrants "restless unto death" as Tocqueville described them. This movement of people set against an enduring land, of economic redeployment and the migration of labor which began in the mid-nineteenth century seems even more unlikely to abate in a globalizing world. The motives for cultural idealization will be as strong for us, and perhaps stronger, than they were for those who lived through the first great age of industrial capitalism. The era of the "universal citizen" celebrated by Kant was an era which could not conceive of mass migration and cultural instability to the extent of which we can see today.
a part reality, part fiction-Stevenson reflects something of his own rite of passage to America when he was a young man of twenty-eight. The Atlantic crossing, especially in novels, was often given a heightened meaning, where the old self undergoes a symbolic death and a new self is born at the end of the rite. In Stevenson's case the old self of the emigrant starts to dissolve when he loses his class from that of a European gentleman to a stateless passenger. Next he loses his occupation. To the amusement of his fellow passengers he spends most of his days writing, and identified as a writer by them is given the passenger list and told to reproduce it in his copy-book. Finally, on the train, he loses his name, refusing to tell it to a curious stranger, and takes the nickname "Shakespeare". These are part of the difficult experience of every emigrant. As Stevenson says "I was traveling... out of myself." Nameless, jobless, shorn of his personal history, his identity is fluid.
Another mid-nineteenth century experience is that of Herzen, a Russian emigre living in Paris who was forced to leave because of the Revolution, moved around Europe, and wrote at length about his experiences: "Little by little I began to perceive that I had absolutely nowhere to go and no reason to go anywhere ... I was conscious of power in myself ... I grew more independent of everyone." As Richard Sennett has pointed out.
"Herzen began to The expression of cultural identity is difficult and never was the unified phenomenon that its promoters or its detractors pretended. We are still very far from any consensus of regional style in architecture.
Indeed, the more I look at building around the world the less enthusiastic I become about unified ideas on style or even so-called principles of architecture that deal with iden- 
